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Abstract

In this paper, a lightweight physical model and a fast numerical solver are proposed for the sim-
ulation of fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) in the riser cylinder reactor of a FCC unit. For Real Time
rendering requirements, a trade-off between the model fidelity and numerical complexity is needed.
The choice of the physical model and the way to solve it numerically is here completely driven by
the requirement of Real Time rendering virtual reality on a standard PC. It has been possible to
design a real time numerical rendering model able to show the three-phase flow dynamics depending
on design parameters (number of oil injection inlets, injection angles, flow rates, temperature of
cracking). The obtained flow is qualitatively in agreement with what is expected in such kind of
reactive flows: expansion zones, recirculating zones for catalyst, turbulence, privileged paths for
the gas phase, etc. Of course, the rendering is purely qualitative, but accurate enough to explain
the features of the flow and understand what happens in a riser reactor. This is of course important
from the Engineering point of view. A graphic user interface (GUI) of the software allows for Real
Time user interaction on environmental parameters with instantaneous response of the flow. A
VTK-based visualization module allows us to visualize the three-dimensional fields of the three
phases, simultaneously or independently. The software was built with open source technologies
including Python, VTK, SWIG for C++ wrapping and wxPython and is portable over different
operating systems like MS Windows and Linux. We think that this work is a new milestone toward
a whole FCC unit closed-loop control simulator in the context of training and engineering. The
perspective to use double precision multicore GPU cards in the next months should allow us to use
much more computational cells and particles for a convincing realistic rendering.

1 Introduction

Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) is one of the most important conversion processes used in petroleum
refineries. It is widely used to convert the high-boiling hydrocarbon fractions of petroleum crude oils
to more valuable gasoline, olefinic gases and other products.

In recent designs, cracking takes place using a very active zeolite-based catalyst in a short-contact
time vertical or upward sloped pipe called the ”riser”. Pre-heated feed is sprayed into the base of
the riser via feed nozzles where it contacts extremely hot fluidized catalyst at 1200 to 1400oF (660 to
760oC). The hot catalyst vaporizes the feed and catalyzes the cracking reactions that break down the
high molecular weight oil into lighter components including LPG, gasoline, and diesel. The catalyst-
hydrocarbon mixture flows upward through the riser for just a few seconds and then the mixture is
separated via cyclones. The catalyst-free hydrocarbons are routed to a main fractionator for separation
into fuel gas, LPG, gasoline, naphtha, light cycle oils used in diesel and jet fuel, and heavy fuel oil.
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During the trip into the riser, the cracking catalyst is ”spent” by reactions which deposit coke
on the catalyst and greatly reduce activity and selectivity. The ”spent” catalyst is disengaged from
the cracked hydrocarbon vapors and sent to a stripper where it is contacted with steam to remove
hydrocarbons remaining in the catalyst pores. The ”spent” catalyst then flows into a fluidized-bed
regenerator where air (or in some cases air plus oxygen) is used to burn off the coke to restore catalyst
activity and also provide the necessary heat for the next reaction cycle, cracking being an endothermic
reaction. The ”regenerated” catalyst then flows to the base of the riser, repeating the cycle.

In FCC risers, multi-nozzle gas oil feed injectors are used for rapid feed vaporization and to enhance
catalyst and oil uniform mixing and the finite mixing length at the bottom of the riser has a significant
effect on the operation of FCC.

FCC units are clearly complex systems. Their numerical modeling is made difficult because of
the highly complex Physics being involved (cracking chemical reactions, heat transfer, multiphase
flows with phase change, turbulence phenomenon) but also because of the complex three dimensional
geometry. Today’s dedicated CFD codes still require a few weeks of CPU time on a cluster of computers
in order to obtain quantitatively acceptable results. Numerical computations are able to analyze the
flow for a particular geometry and operating design.

Of course, it is of great industrial interest to come closer to real time numerical simulation of such
kind of industrial process. Real time simulations with interactive user interface facilities can become
simulators. Under real operating conditions, that can help for learning and understanding the whole
system dynamics. Strongly accelerated computations also open for new ways of use like design of
computer experiments (DoCE) and exploration of the design space for optimal design and robustness
assessment with respect to design uncertainties.

In this paper, we are interested in the design of a lightweight physical model able to capture
some of the main flow features into the riser part of a FCC unit with capability to reach real time
computations using convenient discretization techniques. We also address technical aspects like three
dimensional dynamic visualization of solid-liquid-gas mixtures and graphical user interface issues.
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Nomenclature

εg gas phase volume fraction
εs gas-solid emulsion phase void fraction
g gravity force m.s−2

γ gaseous phase heat capacity ratio
H height of the riser reactor column (m)
Ki, i = 1, . . . 7 some model constants
P pressure
Ps solid phase pressure
ρg gas mean density (kg/m3)
ρℓ liquid mean density (kg/m3)
ρs solid mean density (kg/m3)
rg = log(ρg)
rℓ radius of the current liquid droplet (m)
Rℓ representativeness of the liquid droplet
Rs representativeness of the solid macro-particle
¯̄τg stress tensor for the gaseous phase
¯̄τs stress tensor for the gas-solid emulsion phase
T ambient temperature
ug gas mean velocity (m/s)
uℓ liquid mean velocity (m/s)
us solid mean velocity (m/s)
vℓ liquid droplet velocity (m/s)
vs catalyst particle velocity (m/s)
xℓ position of the current liquid droplet (m)
xs position of the current catalyst solid macroparticle (m)

2 State-of-the-art in FCC physical models

The hydrodynamics of FCC riser reactor has been studied with different modeling approaches. The
accurate analysis of the flow field has not yet been achieved, and very often, it is limited to a two-
dimensional flow description because of heavy CPU time requirements. The number of hydrocarbons
chemical species being involved in cascade cracking reactions is of order 100. In most of the models
found in the literature, only three or four lumps of chemical species are considered. This reduces the
computational cost of course, but on the other hand the chemical model is harder to close because of
difficulty to define reaction rates between the clusters.

Regarding the CFD model, the standard approach is to use a Euler-Euler two-phase gas-solid
volume-averaged CFD model (see [1, 10] for example). The liquid crude oil entering the riser may be
assumed to instantaneously vaporize at the contact of hot catalyst, creating a strong gas expansion.
Balance equation are needed to describe the turbulent flow into the particulate fluidized bed. Several
approaches have been used in the past to simulate the fluidized bed. Krishna and van Baten [1] have
proposed tu use ”pseudo-fluids” wherein the gas-solid emulsion phase and bubble phase are defined as
two fluids. Physical properties are assumed for the emusion phase, and empirical correlations are used
to rise velocity of the bubbles. The empirical parameters (like emulsion density, emulsion viscosity)
need to be be fitted to match the experimental data. Hence, these models are not predictive in nature.

The continuity equation for the fluid phase is

∂(εgρg)

∂t
+∇ · (εgρgug) = 0. (1)
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Continuity equation for the emulsion phase is

∂(εsρs)

∂t
+∇ · (εsρsus) = 0. (2)

Momentum equation for the fluid phase is

∂(εgρgug)

∂t
+∇ · (εgρgug ⊗ ug) = (3)

∇ · ¯̄τg + εgρgg − εg∇ · P − β(ug − us) (4)

and momentum equation for the emulsion phase is

∂(εsρsus)

∂t
+∇ · (εsρsus ⊗ us) = (5)

∇ · ¯̄τs + εsρsg −∇ · Ps − εs∇ · P + β(ug − us). (6)

In the volume-averaged momentum equations, we find the inertial terms, the stress forces, the gravity
force, the pressure forces and the drag forces between the two phases. As usual, the stress tensor are
defined from their diagonal and deviatoric parts and the Lamé coefficients λ and µ. For i = g, s, we
have

¯̄τi = 2µi
¯̄Di +

(

λi −
2

3
µi

)

· tr( ¯̄Di)
¯̄I, (7)

¯̄Di =
1

2

[

∇ · ui + (∇ · ui)
T
]

. (8)

To these equations, we also should add energy or heat balance equations, because the temperature
is an important variable that drives the chemical reaction rates. The discretization of this system of
equations is a difficult task that requires expertise in computational Physics and numerical analysis.
Generally, the time advance schemes are subject to some time step constraints because of numerical
stability requirements. That makes the numerical simulation very time consuming, and in particular
very far from real time simulation for reasonable spatial meshing. The discretization of these equations
is not in the scope of this paper. We rather look for pertinent simplifications of the equations with
suitable fast solvers.

In order to lower the computational complexity, Pannala et al. [13] in 2003 proposed a new
paradigm of description of the flows into reacting bubbling beds using agent-based bubble models. We
propose a low-order dynamical model that includes mass-transfer and first-order reactions betweens
the gas and solids and accounts for upward motion and interactions betweens bubbles, thus creating a
large scale discrete dynamical system. The collective result of the bubble dynamics provides a global
emergent behavior characterized by the formation of a pulsing central channel of high void fraction
and high gas flow. After parameter identification, on a time-average axis they get reasonably good
agreement between the model and experimental measurements. In [14], the authors claim that this
kind of low-order model allows for near real-time simulation of large fluidized beds. Of course, as in
[1] the empirical parameters need to be be fitted to match the experimental data. Hence, these models
are not predictive in nature.

The original and pioneer works of Pannala et al. let us think that low-order models should be
much more considered for the numerical simulation of fluidized beds and that there are certainly many
ways to lower the scale of these problems or equations with suitable dedicated solvers.

3 Functional requirements

Our simplified lightweight models will be designed according to the following functional requirements:

1. The model must include all the phases being present into the riser reactor, namely the particle
solid catalyst, the liquid crude oil and hydrocarbons and water steam in gaseous state.
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2. The turbulence into the fluidized bed which is an important feature of the flow must be rendered.

3. The numerical model must be able to capture some expected flow features and emerging be-
haviours like strong gas expansion near crude oil injection, recirculating patterns for catalyst
solid phase [10], privileged paths for gas phase (well formation into the catalyst bed) [10], strong
turbulence in bottom part of the riser column, laminar regime in the top part, fall down of
particles near the riser cylinder by gravity forces.

4. According to their residence time into the riser reactor, catalyst particles lose their efficiency
because of the deposition of coke by cracking reactions. The model should take this feature into
account, and the level of catalyst powder fouling should be visualized.

5. The numerical model should allow for real-time, or near real-time simulation on a standard
workstation or a powerful laptop.

6. The visualization component should allow for three-dimensional dynamical visualization and be
able to provide the simultaneous rendering of the solid, liquid and gaseous phases. The standard
PC will be assumed to have 3D graphic hardware acceleration and OpenGL support.

7. The user should be able to dynamically interact on the system during runtime simulation.
Parameters like crude oil inflow or the inlet attack angles can be modified by the user during
simulation in order to assess the sensitivity of the flow with respect to some design parameters.

4 Strategy to reach 3D Real Time interactive simulation

By Real Time, it is understood that the time clock of simulation runs at physical time. Ideally, time
steps should be less than 1/25 second in order to get a sampling quality of the order of a film or
video. The Finite Volume discretization of Euler-Euler volume averaged multiphase models is known
to be very time consuming even for explicit schemes where the time step is strongly limited because
of restrictive CFL number stability conditions. Implicit eulerian schemes are not feasible candidates
for Real Time requirement. We then have to think about another description of the fluid flow, as in
Pannala and coworkers [13]. The use of Lagrangian models and computational approaches, at least
for the liquid and solid phases appears to be an interesting option. The solid catalyst powder will be
considered as a system of macro-particles that interact between themselves but also with the liquid
droplets and the surrounding gaseous phase. The liquid phase is weakly present in the riser reactor.
Indeed, the liquid crude oil entering at the inlets is rapidly vaporized by contact with the catalyst
particles. In the contact region, there are strong gas expansions due to the liquid-to-gas phase change.
The flow is turbulent in this region, it is reasonable to think that the liquid jet here breaks into
small droplets. We will then consider the liquid phase as a systems of spherical droplets with variable
diameters. The droplet diameters themselves will be unknown variables. Some differential equations
will govern the decay of the diameters in time according to the rate of phase change.

Another approximation consists in considering liquid as solid phases as dispersed phases into the
gas phase. In that case, the gaseous phase can be represented with an eulerian monophasic model
including sources terms for phase changes. Another difficulty is the discretization of viscous terms
that generally requires implicit schemes because of the too much restrictive CFL conditions of explicit
schemes. For that reason, the gaseous phase will be considered as inviscid. Regarding the solid and
liquid phases, the diffusion will be treated under its microscopic interpretation using a stochastic
diffusion process. It is made possible by the Lagrangian description. The equations of motion will
then be formulated as stochastic differential equations using a stochastic Wiener process in order to
represent the fluctuations of the velocity field.

Because of strong changes of volume of gas due to the phase change of liquid into gas, it appears
necessary to consider the gaseous phase as a compressible fluid. The inviscid compressible gaseous
phase with then be modeled by the compressible Euler equations. Such equations are hyperbolic and
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finite volume solvers need artificial viscosity to be stable. Usually the artificial viscosity comes from an
upwind discretization strategy. Even for monophasic fluids, in a simple three-dimensional geometry
like a cylinder, today’s personal computers are still not powerful enough for Real Time (except using
very coarse grids). We have to add computational tricks to reach near Real Time. We adopted an
embedded approach where the cylinder is embedded into a squared-base cylinder, allowing us to deal
with cartesian grids first, then to apply alternate directions fractional step method strategy in order
to lower the computational complexity. This approach is also suitable for parallel computing on a
multicore architecture. This will be detailed and discussed in a next section.

Because of today’s limited computing power, it appears still impossible to consider convection-
diffusion-reaction equations for the different hydrocarbons chemical species. Even with a lump strate-
gies involving a low number L of chemical lumps, the chemistry component would require the solution
of L additional partial differential equations. What we propose here to do is to skip the chemistry and
to consider a gas phase as the mixture of the different vaporized hydrocarbons. In some sense, the
liquid-gas phase transition law (involving important volume ratios and gas expansion) in our model
captures the important feature of the chemistry that mainly acts on the flow dynamics. What could
be possible maybe is to include an indicator of fraction of cracked hydrocarbons.

We summarize the retained choices and assumptions for the FCC riser lightweight physical and
numerical model:

• solid and liquid phases are seen as dispersed phases into the solid-gas emulsion gaseous phase;

• the particle solid phase model will be set in Lagrangian and represented by a set of macro-
particles. Ordinary differential equations of motion will be used;

• the hydrocarbon liquid phase will be set in Lagrangian form and represented by a set of spherical
droplets of varying radius. Ordinary differential equations for the motion and evolution of the
radius will be used;

• the leading solid-gas emulsion gaseous phase shall be considered as an inviscid compressible
gas and will be set in Eulerian form. A three dimensional fast Euler solver is needed for the
numerical discretization;

• for coupling between the different models, macroscopic quantities defined into fixed eulerian cells
will be defined. In particular for solid and liquid phases, particles representativeness will be used
for definition of macroscopic quantities (like densities or momentum)

• there is no chemical model;

• the empirical phase change source terms will depend on macroscopic densities and the ambient
temperature, considered as a constant parameter in the model.

5 Solid phase catalyst modeling

5.1 Physical model

The solid catalyst powder phase is seen as a dispersed phase within the gaseous phase. It is described
by particles obeying the following ordinary differential equations of motion (we denote by xs and vs
the position and velocity of those particles):

ẋs = vs, (9)

v̇s = K1 ρg (ug − vs + 2 (1−
z

H
)2 (vs)z z) +K2 ρℓ (uℓ − vs) + g. (10)

In the acceleration, there is a drag force between gas and solid phase proportional to ug − vs, a drag
force between liquid and solid phase proportional to uℓ−vg, an added mass term proportional to (vs)z
and the gravity force g. Those equations are complemented with the following boundary conditions:
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• rebound on the lateral wall of the cylinder with Descartes’ law with respect to the two horizontal
coordinates x and y; the vertical velocity is set to 0 in order to take into account the boundary
layer;

• the particles coming out of the cylinder are reintroduced at its basis with a velocity with an
upward orientation.

5.2 Numerical model, coupling with liquid and gas models

The differential equations (9), (10) are discretized thanks to the implicit first order Euler method.
There is some interaction with the liquid and gaseous phases thanks to the macroscopic quantities

uℓ, ρg and ug. As we will see later, these quantities are defined on fixed eulerian cells. Considering
the particles xs, we have to find the eulerian cell C that contains xs.

As an output for the liquid phase and gas phase models, we have to compute some macroscopic solid
densities and mean velocities into the fixed eulerian cells from the computed positions and velocities
of solid particles. Each particle has a representativeness Rs that gives a correspondence between the
number of macro-particles and the actual solid density. In a given eulerian cell, the macroscopic
quantities ρs and us are then computed according to the formulas

ρs = ρ̃sRs
4

3
π

1

vol(eulerian cell)

∑

i∈ eulerian cell

1,

ρs us = ρ̃sRs
4

3
π

1

vol(eulerian cell)

∑

i∈ eulerian cell

(vi)s,

The rebound on the wall of the cylinder is computed exactly except for (the very rare) particles which
touch two times the wall during a time step.

6 Liquid phase modeling

6.1 Physical model

The liquid phase is assumed to be dispersed within the surrounding gaseous phase. As discussed,
the liquid phase is represented as a set of droplets of variable radius. Each droplet is described by
a particle ℓ obeying the following set of ordinary differential equations (we denote by xℓ and vℓ the
position and velocity and by rℓ the radius):

ẋℓ = vℓ, (11)

v̇ℓ = K3 ρs (us − vℓ) + g, (12)

ṙℓ = −(K4 + ρs) (K5 + T ) rℓ. (13)

Expressions (11),(12) are the equations of motion. The acceleration is made of a drag term between
liquid and solid phases and the gravity term. The third equation (13) governs the evolution of the
droplet radius. The decay rate depends on the solid mean density and the ambient temperature.

The following boundary conditions are added to those equations:

• rebound with Descartes’ law on the lateral wall and the basis of the cylinder;

• elimination of the particles at the top of the cylinder and when the radius becomes less than a
given threshold;

• introduction of new particles at the inlets with a given law (for example a velocity law) at
specified points.
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6.2 Numerical model

As for the solid phase, the differential equations (11) – (13) are discretized thanks to the simple
implicit (first order) Euler method. The macroscopic mean quantities ρs and us are those of the cell
containing xs.

The boundary conditions are discretized in the same way as for the solid particles, except that the
positions, velocities and radiuses of liquid particles emitted are computed thanks to a random process
controlled by the user.

As an output of the liquid phase model, the macroscopic quantities mean density ρℓ and mean
liquid velocity uℓ are computed according to the representativeness formulas

ρℓ = ρ̃ℓRℓ
4

3
π

1

vol(eulerian cell)

∑

i∈eulerian cell

r3ℓ ,

ρℓ uℓ = ρ̃ℓRℓ
4

3
π

1

vol(eulerian cell)

∑

i∈eulerian cell

r3ℓ uℓ.

7 Gaseous phase modeling

7.1 Physical model

Viscous effects of the gaseous phase are first neglected. The model is expected to capture the gas
expansion due to cracking and vaporization effects near oil feed injectors. So it is necessary to consider
the gaseous phase as a compressible fluid with density ρg. For the sake of computational performance,
the gas phase is considered here as a perfect gas with heat capacity ratio γ equal to 1.4, even if, of
course, this is not realistic. Heat effects will be only modeled by means of empirical source terms, so
that the energy balance equation will be skipped and the evolution gaseous phase will be assumed to
be isentropic with an equation of state of the form

P = s0 ρ
γ
g (14)

with a constant s0. The continuity equation

∂tρg +∇ · (ρgug) = qg, (15)

expresses the mass balance equation with gas velocity ug and a gas source term qg which consists of
two contributing source terms:

qg = qg,v + qg,c. (16)

The source term qg,v ≥ 0 expresses the mass transfer from the liquid phase to the gaseous phase by
heat. The source term qg,c ≥ 0 takes into account the gas volume expansion due to the molecular
cracking. The liquid-to-gas phase change term

qg,v = qg,v(ρℓ, ρs, T ) (17)

is provided by the liquid model component. It depends on the local liquid density ρℓ, the local solid
catalyst density ρs and the riser reactor temperature T and thus contributes to the coupling between
gaseous, liquid and solid phases. For qg,c, the following empirical law is used:

qg,c = ρg f(ρs, T, z) (18)

with
f(ρs, T, z) = (K6 ρs +K7 T )

(

1−
z

H

)

, 0 ≤ z ≤ Lz (19)
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where K6 and K7 are two positive constants. In (19), it is assumed that there is no more hydrocarbon
cracking at the riser top. The gas production is assumed to be proportional to the solid density and
the reactor temperature. Notice that

f,ρs = K6 (1−
z

H
) ≥ 0, f,T = K7 (1−

z

H
) ≥ 0,

and

f,z = −
1

H
(K6 ρs +K7 T ) ≤ 0,

so we have the expected evolution directions according to the solid density ρs, riser temperature T
and column height z.

Now let us consider the momentum balance equation. This reads

∂t(ρgug) +∇ · (ρgug ⊗ ug) +∇P = ρg g + qg uℓ. (20)

Notice that the force term (qguℓ) due to gas production qg is multiplied by the liquid velocity uℓ. It
seems natural to consider the liquid velocity as training field near the crude oil feed injectors because
the liquid has been just vaporized with driving liquid velocity. Far from feed injectors, anyway uℓ, ug

and us are quite close because of drag forces that act as homogeneous velocity relaxation terms.

7.2 Computational approach and numerical modeling

We are looking for a fast solver of the time-dependent compressible Euler equations in a three dimen-
sional cylinder domain. The Euler equations are hyperbolic equations so we have to take care of the
discretization of the equations including upwinding and/or artificial viscosity for numerical stability
purposes. Introducing the gaseous particle derivative

Dt =
∂

∂t
+ ug · ∇, (21)

the gaseous phase continuity equation can be written

Dt ρg + ρg∇ · ug =
1

ρg
Q

and the momentum equation can be written as

Dt ug +
1

ρg
∇p(ρg) = g +

Q

ρg
uℓ.

By introducing the new variable
rg = log(ρg), (22)

the isentropic Euler system can be written as

Dt rg +∇ · ug = exp(−rg)Q, (23)

Dt ug +∇q(rg) = g +Q exp(−rg)uℓ, (24)

with
q(rg) =

γ

γ − 1
s0 exp((γ − 1) rg),

where we used particle derivatives into the Euler system (23),(24). Material waves at velocity ug,
acoustic pressure waves due to compressibility (term∇·ug) and elastic pressure response are separated.
A simple way to solve this system is to use a fractional step method where material waves are first
solved by means of a simple transport equation solver, then acoustic pressure waves are considered.
The fractional step approach also allows for a separate treatment of the source terms.
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For computational efficiency, the numerical discretization of the system is performed on a cartesian
grid G indexed by triplets (i, j, k). Is is assumed that the riser reactor cylinder is embedded into a
square-base cylinder S and that S is meshed by G . In what follows, any discrete variable Xi,j ,k will
denote the quantity X at coordinates (xi, yj , zk), xi = i hx, yj = j hy, zk = k hz, i = −Nx/2, . . . , Nx/2,
j = −Ny/2, . . . , Ny/2, z = 0, . . . , Nz.

The fast numerical solver will be designed as follows:

1. Lagrangian derivatives will be integrated by a semi-lagrangian approach;

2. For the other terms, expecially for extra fluxes, the simple robust Rusanov method will be used.
This numerical scheme naturally introduces artificial viscosity in an easy way and does not
require any eigen-decomposition of the system.

3. As an additional simplification, an alternate direction integration (ADI) fraction step method
will be used. This computational approach allows us to sequentially treat the equations as one-
dimensional ones, thus leading to very simple schemes to write and to compute. In particular,
the semi-Lagrangian part becomes very simple to implement.

We shall go now into details of the implementation of the fractional step method during a time
step ∆t.

7.2.1 Numerical integration of the mass source term

On each computational cell (i, j, k), the following system

∂t rg = exp(−rg)Q,

∂t ug = 0

is time integrated over a time step ∆t. Using the first order Euler scheme, this gives

(rg)i,j ,k ← (rg)i,j ,k +∆t exp(−(rg)i,j ,k)Qi,j ,k

with ug unchanged.

7.2.2 Integration step in the direction x

Denoting by u, v, w the three components of the velocity vector, i.e. ug = (ug, vg, wg), uℓ = (uℓ, vℓ, wℓ),
this step corresponds to the integration over a time step ∆t of the system

Dx
t rg + ∂xug = 0,

Dx
t ug + ∂x(q(rg)) = Qexp(−rg)uℓ,

Dx
t vg = 0,

Dx
t wg = 0,

where the operator Dx
t denotes

Dx
t =

∂

∂t
+ ug

∂

∂x
.

This system may be written in vector conservation form

Dx
t U+ ∂xF = Sx.

For the integration of the Lagrangian derivative, we use a one-dimensional method of characteristics.
The fields rg, ug, vg and wg are reconstructed by linear interpolation between two consecutive grid
points (i, j, k) and (i+ 1, j, k).
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For the discretization of the partial derivative ∂xF, we use a conservative Finite Volume approach
with a Rusanov numerical flux. The speed of pressure waves is the speed of sound c defined by

c2 =
dP

dρ
=

γP (ρ)

ρ
.

This approach gives the following time advance scheme:

Ui,j ,k ←

(

1−
∆t

hx
(ug)i,j ,k

)

Ui,j ,k

+
∆t

hx
max(0, (ug)i,j ,k)Ui−1,j ,k

+
∆t

hx
min(0, (ug)i,j ,k)Ui+1,j ,k

−
∆t

hx

(

Φi+1/2,j,k − Φi−1/2,j ,k

)

+∆t (Sx)i,j ,k

with a numerical flux written in viscous form, i.e. with a center flux plus an artificial viscosity term

Φi+1/2,j,k =
Fi,j ,k + Fi+1,j,k

2
−

1

2
max(ci,j ,k, ci+1,j,k) (Ui+1,j,k −Ui,j ,k) .

7.2.3 Integration step in the direction y

In the y direction now, the system to solve over a time step ∆t is

Dy
t rg + ∂yvg = 0,

Dy
t ug = 0,

Dy
t vg + ∂y(q(rg)) = Q exp(−rg) vℓ,

Dy
t wg = 0,

i.e. in vector conservation form
Dy

t U + ∂yG = Sz.

For the discretization, we proceed exactly in the same way as in the integration step in the x direction.

7.2.4 Integration step in the direction z

In the z-direction, the system to solve is

Dz
t rg + ∂zwg = 0,

Dz
t ug = 0,

Dz
t vg = 0,

Dz
t wg + ∂z(q(rg)) = −g +Q exp(−rg)wℓ.

For the discretization, we proceed exactly in the same way as in the integration step in the x direction.
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7.2.5 Numerical stability of the scheme

Without source terms, the global explicit numerical scheme is conditionally stable according to stan-
dard CFL conditions:

∆t

min(hx, hy, hz)
max
(i,j,k)

(ci,j,k) < 1, (25)

where cni,j,k denotes the speed of sound of the fluid at mesh point (xi, yj , zk). In real industrial riser
reactors, usual fluid velocities are about 10 m/s. That means that the flow is (of course) strongly
subsonic with Mach numbers of less than 0.1. Pressure waves then propagate more than 10 times
faster than material flow velocity. A consequence is that, due to the CFL constraint (25), more than
10 times step are needed to advance at a characteristic time step of material flow. A trick consists in
modifying the equation of state in order to get a flow where the Mach number is of order 0.5, meaning
that the material velocity and (artificial) speed of sound are of the same order. This trick once again
strongly accelerates the time integration and the efficiency of the gas solver.

7.3 Boundary conditions and embedded geometry conditions

Standard Euler-like boundary conditions are used. At the wall, slip boundary conditions are used,
implemented by mirror cells. At the feed inlets, a flow rate is imposed. At the outlet, the pressure is
imposed.

Because the true riser cylinder is embedded into a square-base cylinder, for rendering into the
actual cylindrical riser column, a kind of extra postprocess at each visualization time step is needed.
Actually, we use a smooth function χ such that χ ≡ 0 outside the true cylinder geometry, χ ≡ 1
in the main part of the square-base cylinder, and 0 < χ(x) < 1 in a thin subdomain for smooth
connection. The gas velocity field, used both for postprocess visualization and as output of the gas
model component is

ug(x)← χ(x)ug(x). (26)

Proceeding like that, one can notice that in particular the gas mean velocity now goes to zero at
the true cylinder boundary. That means that slip boundary conditions are transformed into no-slip
boundary conditions, as if the gas fluid were viscous.

8 Visualization, graphic user interface, interactive simulation

The near Real-Time FCC software was built using open-source cross-platform toolboxes and languages
like Python scripting, the powerful visualization toolkit VTK with Python API and wxPython for high-
level widgets and graphic user interface. For efficiency purposes, critical code like numerical solvers
are coded in C++ and compiled into shared binary libraries. The call of the library function from
Python is made possible by wrapper utilities like SWIG.

Figure 1 is an overview of the FCC software during runtime. It is organized as follows:

• a main control window with run, stop and pause buttons. It is also possible to record the flow
and user interactions into an AVI video.;

• a graphic user interface that allows us to modify some design parameters and operating conditions
like the inlet flow rate, the jet inlet angles, the number of inlets, the ambient temperature;

• a three-dimensional VTK window where the geometry and the three phase are rendered in Real
Time.

Let us comment the visualization solution. The VTK primitives allow us to render the riser reactor
column in transparency. Figure 2 shows the rendering of the cylinder skin before running the sim-
ulation. VTK provides keyboard and mouse interaction to zoom, unzoom, translate and rotate the
cylinder. We decided to represent the solid catalyst macro-particles as small blue VTK spheres.
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Figure 1: Overview of the near Real-Time FCC software: VTK-based visualization window and
graphic user interface.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Geometry of riser reactor cylinder: (a) embedded into its square-base cylinder and (b) VTK
rendering of the geometry boundary before starting the simulation.

Because the solid model is Lagrangian, it is possible to track each particle and compute its residence
time into the riser. Then the particles become darker when the residence time becomes big. This is a
way to assess the proportion of catalyst fouled up by coke. The liquid oil droplets are represented by
green spheres of variables sizes. The size of each sphere follows the evolution of the droplets radius.
On figure 3, one can see the liquid oil jets from the feed inlets. The droplets rapidly disappear because
of the phase change into gas. Because the gaseous phase is solved by an eulerian approach, it is no
more possible to represent the gas by particles. We used transparent arrows at cell centers. The arrow
lengths depend on the velocity magnitude. The arrows move at runtime according to the gas flow,
giving a good perception of the turbulence and stable/unstable conditions of the flow.

Numerical experiments were performed on a laptop with a Core 2 Duo Intel CPU and a dual SLI
graphic processing unit with hardware acceleration and 2 GB of memory. 300 catalyst macro particles
and about 200 liquid droplets were simulated. For the gaseous phase Eulerian solver, a cartesian grid
made of 25×25×30 was used. Real Time was almost reached with reasonable realistic rendering. Due
to Moore’law and the evolution of today’s multicore technologies that make the parallel computing
possible on a standard PC, we think that Real Time could be rapidly reached. On figure 4 we have
a view of the riser column and a rendering of the solid catalyst phase. Under the current operating
conditions, one can see a privileged solid path emerging near the riser cylinder axis. At the bottom
of the cylinder, one can see a strong concentration of solid catalyst particles that form the fluidized
bed of the riser reactor. Finally, on Figure 5 we have a snaphot taken during flow exploration from
the top of the cylinder. It is possible to dynamically travel through the three dimensional field, select
or unselect some phase renderings, zoom, unzoom, rotate, come back to the initial position during
runtime.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Different views of the flow during simulation: (a) The four crude oil feed inlets with green
liquid droplets and red gas velocity arrows; (b) another transversal view of the liquid oil jets.

Figure 4: Another view during runtime. The spheres represent the solid macro-particles. We can see
an emerging privileged solid path near the axis of the riser cylinder. At the bottom of the cylinder,
one can see a strong concentration of solid catalyst particles that form the fluidized bed.

Figure 5: Yet another view from the top into the column. The online interactive visualization allows
us to explore and travel into the flow. Solid catalyst particles and gas velocities represented par red
arrows are plotted.

9 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have presented a lightweight physical and numerical model for the near Real Time
simulation of FFC flow dynamics into riser reactors columns. Even if the whole model is a rough
approximation of the true Physics into FCC riser reactors, the model is sufficiently complex to retrieve
expected flow features and key features like the turbulence into the fluidized bed, emerging behaviors
like the appearance of privileged gas paths, fall dow of catalyst particles near walls, phase changes,
unstable conditions near contacts between liquid crude oil and catalyst powder, etc... The whole
system is actually a full coupled nonlinear system of interacting solid, liquid and gas phase models.
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The numerical approaches were designed in order to get Real Time capability. For the solid and
liquid phases, Lagrangian particles approaches were used. The use of stochastic processes was sufficient
to qualitatively represent the turbulence and the diffusion processes. For the leading gaseous phase a
standard eulerian solver and the compressible inviscid fluid perfect gas model were used. To accelerate
the numerical solution, a fast solver was designed. It is based on an alternate direction integration
ADI fractional step method. For that, a cartesian grid mesh is necessary. The cylindrical riser column
is embedded into the cartesian grid and a smooth cutoff partition function is solved to get the proper
boundary conditions onto the true cylindrical geometry.

Of course we do not claim that this model is predictive or even that the numerical results are in
agreement with the physics for given operating conditions. But this work has to be seen as a bridge
between numerical simulation and virtual reality where numerical simulation can be used as simulator
machine for rendering. This is an important issue in the Engineering community for educational or
training purposes.

As a result of this work, it was able to achieve a FCC Real Time software with Real Time three-
dimensional visualization rendering and user interaction during runtime. VTK primitives allowed us
to design a visualization rendering tool that can visualize solid, liquid and gas phases simultaneously.
The solid catalyst particles and liquid crude oil droplets are represented by small moving balls. The
gaseous phase flow is represented by velocity arrows that move according to the current velocity flow.
The possibility to select or unselect each of the phase and to move into the flow dynamics gives a good
perception of what happens into the FCC riser reactor.
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